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On site, 
when you 
need it.

Five runs, every day.

When it comes to meeting 
project deadlines, we deliver. 

Our speed of delivery across 
all five runs is measured 
daily, with 99% of our runs 
being delivered within 2 
hours of the run time.

Adelaide Metro Perth Metro
7:30am
Cut off 7:15am

10:00am
Cut off 9:45am
12:30pm 
Cut off 12:15pm
2:00pm 
Cut off 1:45pm
3:30pm 
Cut off 3:15pm

7:00am
Cut off 4:00pm night before

9:30am
Cut off 9:00am
12:30pm 
Cut off 12:00pm
2:00pm 
Cut off 1:30pm
3:30pm 
Cut off 3:00pm

We aim to deliver within two hours 
of the run leaving!



Ease manual handling, increase 
efficiency & productivity with 
ACURA’s Armorgard construction 
range.

ROBUST
Built for the industry

SECURE
Built for the industry

TRUSTED
Built for the industry

TuffBench
A combination of heavy-duty storage cabinet and multi-purpose 
work surface, this innovative workbench makes any job that bit 
easier, while ensuring that your tools and equipment remain safe from 
thieves and damage.

Its ultra-tough surface is ideal for fixing a chain vice, engineers vice 
and other equipment, making it indispensable for M&E contractors 
when pipe threading and bending.

• Optional with wooden top, great for M&E contractors.
• Secure cabinet section beneath the workbench to lock away 

tools and equipment.
• Safe working load of 1000kg.
• Powder coated with anti-corrosive undercoat.
• Fitted with extra heavy-duty wheels, to make it easier to 

manoeuvre on site.
• Handles fitted to each end of the unit to make it easier to 

move.

Ready to upgrade your on site storage solutions? Contact an ACURA representative today on 
1300 750 750 or drop into a showroom to check out the Armorgard range today!

ACURA is an exclusive Australian Armorgard 
partner, available in South Australia, Western 
Australia, and Northern Territory. 
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2021 BEST SELLERSso far...
CuttingStation
The Armorgard CuttingStation is a neat, mobile workstation that eliminates the need for 
a separate cutting room and is essential for safely cutting lengths, such as strut, conduit, 
timber, cable tray and pipe.

The SS7 model improvements include new lighting and chamfered corners to further 
reduce noise. You’ll also find a new expandable working area to accommodate mitre 
saws and cutaway sides for handling longer lengths.

SiteStation
 The innovatively designed Armorgard SiteStation gives you a convenient place for 
performing routine on site tasks, while also providing secure storage for your valuable 
equipment.

This versatile new work station comprises two spacious main compartments. The top 
section features a folding slanted work surface – ideal for displaying plans and charts 
– which when shut provides an additional lockable storage area – ideal for power tools, 
PPE and fixings. 

FittingStor
FittingStor is designed to secure all your costly M&E components and tools in one 
safe, easily portable location.

Featuring adjustable shelves and heavy duty castors for ease of movement, this 
innovative product is in high demand among site contractors and available in 3 
different configurations;
FC6, FC4, and FC3.

PipeRack

The Armorgard PipeRack is an innovatively designed wheeled storage rack that 
keeps your pipes organised and easy to manoeuvre while you’re working on site, while 
the fully collapsible design means that it can be easily transported and stored when 
not in use. PipeRack has a 1 tonne capacity.
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Vibratrol D-Series
The Vibratrol D-Series hanger box kit consists of a 
heavy box construction, and has a large diameter 
spring for stability. The acoustical D-Cup centres 
the threaded rod support in the box, which stops the 
rod contacting the side of the metal box and causing 
the spring and rubber to be bypassed. The wide 
hole opening allows for some angular requirements 
especially where hanger boxes are supporting 
equipment from steel purlins with a slight angle.

IBRATROL

Made from heavy duty 
3mm material

Wide hole opening for 
angular requirements

Galvanized Steel

D-cup to centre 
threaded rod

Vibratrol DN-Series
The Vibratrol DN-Series hanger 
box kit has been specifically 
designed to accommodate added 
vibration control. It achieves this 
with the additional 25mm static 
deflection spring and the neoprene 
isolator to suit the spring.

Neoprene isolator to 
suit spring

25mm Static Deflection 
Spring

Made from heavy duty 
3mm material

140mm high



Vibratrol Compact -Series
The Compact Series Spring 
Hanger box kit has been 
designed with a reduced box 
height, which allows for it to 
be used in tighter clearances 
and increasingly smaller ceiling 
spaces used in the industry.
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VIBRATION 
CONTROL

Support of equipment 
and pipework to 
effectively isolate 
vibration

Wide hole opening for 
angular requirements

100mm high

Zinc plated

SCAN TO

DOWNLOAD
Vibration control brochure
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ALLTHREAD ROD
& ACCESSORIES.

Seismic 
restraint 
& bracing.

Making seismic solutions easier for 
you, our seismic team at ACURA have 
dedicated years to understanding 
compliance requirements to ensure we are 
on top of industry standards. 

With our team by your side we use a 
range of seismic bracing, cable tray, pipe 
hangers, strut systems and fasteners to 
find your custom solution for your project.

With this in mind, it is imperative that the 
supporting documentation is supplied for 

each compliant product. When partnered 
with ACURA Group, everyone on site can 
rest assured that we produce the required 
documentary evidence to demonstrate the 
seismic solution we have provided is in fact 
compliant with the requirements of the 
Earthquake Standard. 

Contact your ACURA Seismic Specialist 
today on 1300 750 750 to find your 
tailored solution.

At ACURA we ensure you have access to all the necessary 
threaded rod accessories that go hand-in-hand, including 
innovative solutions that will help you save time on 
installation and complete the job on time.

Zinc Threaded Rod

M10 Allthread Socket
Drive bit

DeWalt Threaded Rod 
Cutter

M10 Zinc Hex NutM10 Zinc Flat Washer

M6-M16 Allthread 
Deburring Chamfer

M10 Zinc Smart Nut

55mm M10 Rod Hanger 
Seismic Anchor

M10 Beam Clamp

M10 Punched Nut 
Vertical Mounting 
Plate



WA BRANCH
19 Wicks Street

Bayswater, WA 6053

HEAD OFFICE
10 Selgar Avenue 

Tonsley, SA 5042

1300 750 750
sales@acuragroup.com.au
www.acuragroup.com.au

All care has been taken in the preparation of this publication and the information contained herein, however, except as required by statute, ACURA GROUP AUSTRALIA does not accept any liability for any direct, 
indirect or consequential loss or damage caused to any person or property which may arise from, or in relation to, the use or application of that information or from the use of any product. Errors and omissions excepted.

With you on site,
and online.

The ACURA Group team have come together 
once again with the aim to improve your 
online experience. We have listened and 
been dedicated to develop and enhance our 
website functionality, to help serve you better.

We are excited to release two major 
enhancements; online products and online 
ordering 24/7, for desktop, tablet and mobile.

Our online products are presented in an 
intuitive design with a focus on helping you 
find the products and solutions you need, 
easily and fast, using the category and 
industry filters, or using the additional refined 
text search. 

Try our new online 
experience today.
We strive to make your experience with us better every time, continually looking for ways to improve our product range, 
our stock holdings, and delivery options. Our focus is always on you.

Now we want to improve how we serve you.

Find the products you need 
online with categories, industry 
and text search filters.

When you find the products 
you need, add them with your 
required quantity to your cart.

Once you’re ready, submit your 
order. Review your cart, fill in your 
details and we will sort out the 
rest.

www.acuragroup.com.au


